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Introduction:- 
In general, continuous function is one of the core concepts in topology. Abd El Monsef et al. [1] introduced the 

notion of  -open sets and  -continuous mappings in topology.Balachandran [2] introduced generalized locally 

closed set and GLC continuous in topology. The concept of Nano topology was introduced by LellisThivagar [4] 

which was defined in terms of approximations and boundary regions of a subset of a universe using an equivalence 

relation on it and he also defined Nano continuous functions, Nano open maps, Nano closed maps and Nano 

homeomorphisms and their representations in terms ofNano interior and Nano closure.In this paper we introduce 

Nano generalized  locally closed sets, Nano generalized   locally closed continuous function and Nano 

generalized  locally closed irresolute function and study some of its relation between them. 

 

2. Preliminaries:- 

Definition:- 2.1[4] Let U  be the universe, R  be an equivalence relation on U  and  

        XBXUXLUX RRRR ,,,,  where UX  . Then  XR  satisfies the following axioms: 

i) U and  XR  .  

ii) The union of the elements of any sub collection of  XR  is in  XR . 

iii) The intersection of the elements of any finite sub collection of  XR  is in  XR . 

 

Then  XR  is a topology on U  called the Nano topology on U  with respect to X ,   XU R,  is called the 

Nano topological space.  
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Definition:- 2.2 [4] If   XU R,  is a Nano topological space with respect X  where UX   and if UA , 

then 

1. The Nano interior of a set A  is defined as the union of all Nano open subsets contained in A  and is denoted by

 AN int .  AN int isthe largest Nano open subset of A . 

2. The Nano closure of a set A  is defined as the intersection of all Nano closed sets containing A  and is denoted 

by  ANcl .  ANcl is the smallest Nano closed set containing A . 

 

Definition:- 2.3 [2] A function     ,,: YXf   is called  

(i) continuous if  Vf 1
 is open in  ,X for every open set V  in  ,Y . 

(ii)   (Semi pre) continuous if  Vf 1
 is   (semi pre) open in  ,X for every open set V in  ,Y . 

(iii) gcontinuous if  Vf 1
 is g open in  ,X for every open set V  in  ,Y . 

(iv) g  continuous if  Vf 1
 is g  open in  ,X for every open set V  in  ,Y . 

 

Definition:- 2.4 [6] A subset A  of a Nano topological space   XU R,  is called Nano generalized   closed set 

(briefly Ng   closed) if   VAclN   whenever VA  and V  is Nano open in   XU R, . 

 

Definition:- 2.5 [7] Let   XU R, and   YV R,  be Nano topological spaces. Then a mapping

     YVXUf RR ',,:   is called Ng  continuous onU  if the inverse image of every Nano open set in 

V is Ng  open in U . 

 

Definition:- 2.6 [2] A subset A  of a topological space  ,X  is called generalized locally closed set (briefly GLC) 

if FGA   where G  is g open and F  is g
 
closed in X . 

 

3. Nano generalized   locally closed sets:- 

Definition:- 3.1 A subset A  of a Nano topological space   XU R,  is called Nano generalized  locally closed 

set (briefly NG  LC) if FGA   where G is Ng   open and F  is Ng  closed in   XU R, . 

 

Definition:- 3.2 A subset A  of a Nano topological space   XU R, is called (NG  LC)
*
set if FGA   

where G is Ng   open and F  is Nano closed in   XU R, . 

 

Definition:- 3.3 A subset A  of a Nano topological space   XU R,  is called (NG  LC)
**

 set if FGA   

where G is Nano open and F  is Ng  closed in   XU R, . 

 

Definition:- 3.4 A subset A  of a Nano topological space   XU R,  is called strongly Nano generalized 

locally closed set (briefly strongly NG  LC) if FGA   where G is strongly Ng   open and F  is strongly 

Ng  closed in   XU R, . 

 

Theorem:- 3.5 Every strongly NG  LC set is NG  LC set. 

Proof:- Every strongly Ng   closed set is Ng  closed set proof follows. 

 

Remark: 3.6:- The converse of the above theorem need not be true which is seen in the below example. 
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Example:- 3.7 Let  edcbaU ,,,,  with       decbaRU ,,,, and  daX , . Then the Nano topology 

is defined as         badbadUXR ,,,,,,,  . Here the set dcba ,,,
 
is NG  LC set but not strongly NG

 LC set in U . 

 

Remark: 3.8:- Let   XU R, and   YV R, be Nano topological spaces. Then  

(i) Every NLC set is NG  LC set. 

(ii) Every NGLC set NG  LC set. 

(iii) Every (NGLC)
*
set is NG  LC set. 

(iv) Every (NGLC)
**

set is NG  LC set. 

(v) Every NLC set is (NG  LC)
*
 set. 

(vi) Every NLC set is (NG  LC)
**

 set. 

Similarly we prove for strongly NG  LC set. 

 

Theorem:- 3.9 If a subset A of a Nano topological space   XU R, is (NG  LC)
*
 set then there exist a Ng

open set G such that )(AclGA  . 

 

Proof:- Assume that A is (NG  LC)
*
 set. Then there exist a Ng open set G and Nano closed set F such that 

FGA  . Since FA and F is Nano closed,   FAclNA   . Then GA  and  AclNA 

andhence )(AclGA  . To prove the reverse inclusion, if )(AclGx  then Gx and 

FAclx  )( . So AFGx  . Hence AAclG  )( . Therefore )(AclGA  . 

 

Theorem:- 3.10 For a subset of the following conditions. 

i) ),(* XULCNGA  . 

ii) )(AclNGA  for some Ng open set G. 

iii)   AAclN  is Ng closed. 

iv)   AclNUA  is Ng closed. 

are related as follows: i) and ii) are equivalent, iii) and iv) are equivalent and iv) implies ii).  

 

Proof:- 

 i)  ii) Let ),(* XULCNGA  . Then there exist a Ng   open set G and a Nano closed set F such that 

FGA  . Since GA and )(AclNA  we have )(AclNGA  . Conversely since 

  FAclN  , AFGAclNG  )( which implies that )(AclNGA  . 

ii) i) Since G  is Ng   open and )(AclN is Nano closed ),()( * XULCNGAclNG   . 

iii) iv) Let   AAclNP    . Then   AclNUA   is Ng   open. Since 

  AclNUAPU  holds and hence FU   is Ng   open. 

iv) iii) Let   AclNUAQ  . Then QU  is Ng   closed and   AAclNQU   holds. 

iv) ii) Let   AclNUAG  . Then G  is Ng   open. Now 

               AclNUAclNAAclNAclNAclNUAAclNG  

AA   .Therefore )(AclNGA  . 
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Definition:- 3.11 A Nano topological space   XU R,  is said to be a Ng   submaximal if every Nano dense 

subset of   XU R, is Ng   open in   XU R, . 

 

Theorem:- 3.12 Every Nano submaximal space is Ng  submaximal but bot conversely.  

 

Proof: Let U be a Nano submaximal and A be a Nano dense subset of U . Then A  is Nano open. But every Nano 

open set is Ng   open and so A  is Ng   open. Therefore U  is Ng   submaximal. 

 

Proposition:- 3.13 The following results are true for any two subsets A and B of a Nano topological space 

  XU R, . 

i) If ),(*, XULCNGBA  then ),(* XULCNGBA  . 

ii) If ),( XULCNGA  and B is Ng   open then ),( XULCNGBA  . 

iii) If ),(* XULCNGA  and B is Ng   open then ),(* XULCNGBA  . 

iv) If ),*(* XULCNGA  and B is strongly Ng   open then ),( XULCNGBA  . 

v) If ),*(* XULCNGA  and B is Nano open then ),*(* XULCNGBA  . 

 

Theorem:- 3.14 A Nano topological space   XU R,  is Ng   submaximal iff  XPXULCNG ),(* . 

 

Proof:- (Necessary) Let  XPA . Let   AclNUAG  . Then   UGclN  . SinceU  is Ng  

submaximal, G  is Ng   open. By theorem 3.11, ),(* XULCNGA  and so  XPXULCNG ),(* . 

(Sufficient) Let A be a Nano dense subset of U . Then   AclNUA  AA   . Since 

),(* XULCNGA  , by theorem 3.11 A  is Ng   open in U . Hence U is Ng   submaximal. 

 

4. Ng lc continuous map and ng  lc irresolute map:- 

Definition:- 4.1 A function      YVXUf RR ',,:   is called NG  LC continuous (NG  LC* 

continuous and NG  LC** continuous)if    XULCNGGf ,1 
(    XULCNGGf ,*1 

and 

   XULCNGGf ,**1 
) for every Nano open set G ofV . 

 

Theorem:- 4.2 Afunction VUf :  be a function then we have the following. 

i) If f is NLC continuous then f  is NG  LC continuous (NG  LC* continuous and NG  LC** 

continuous). 

ii) If f is NG  LC* continuous or NG  LC** continuous then f  is NG  LC continuous. 

 

Proof: i) Suppose that f  is NLC continuous. Let G be a Nano open set inU  . Then  Gf 1
is NLC set in U . 

Since every NLC set is NG  LC set (NG  LC* set and NG  LC** set ), it follows that f  is NG  LC 

continuous (NG  LC* continuous and NG  LC** continuous). 

ii)Let VUf : be NG  LC* continuous or NG LC** continuous. Since every NG  LC* set or NG  LC** 

set is NG  LC set. Therefore f  is NG  LC continuous. 

 

Theorem:- 4.3 If VUf : is NG  LC continuous and WVg : is Nano continuous, then WUfg :

is NG  LC continuous. 
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Proof:- Let F  be Nano closed inW . Then  Fg 1
 is Nano closedin V , since g  is Nano continuous and then

      FfgFgf
111     is NG  LC set in U , as f  is NG  LC continuous. Thus fg   is NG  LC 

continuous. 

 

Theorem:- 4.4 If VUf : is NG  LC* continuous and WVg : is Nano continuous, then 

WUfg : is NG  LC* continuous.  

 

Theorem:- 4.5 If VUf :  is NG  LC** continuous nd WVg :  is Nano continuous, then 

WUfg : is NG  LC** continuous.  

Proof of the theorem 4.4 and 4.5 are similar to the theorem 4.3. 

 

Definition:- 4.6 A function      YVXUf RR ',,:   is called NG  LC irresolute (NG  LC* irresolute 

and NG  LC** irresolute) if    XULCNGGf ,1 
(    XULCNGGf ,*1 

and 

   XULCNGGf ,**1 
) for every  YVLCNGG , (  YVLCNGG ,* and 

 YVLCNGG ,** ). 

 

Theorem:- 4.7 A function VUf :  be a function then we have the following.  

i) If f is NLC irresolute then f  is NG  LC irresolute (NG LC* irresolute and NG  LC** irresolute). 

ii) If f is NG  LC irresolute (NG  LC* irresolute or NG LC** irresolute) then f  is NG  LC continuous 

(NG  LC* continuous and NG  LC** continuous). 

Proof: i) Suppose that f  is NLC continuous. Let G  be a NLC set in U  . Then  Gf 1
is NLC set in U . Since 

every NLC set is NG  LC set (NG  LC* set and NG  LC** set ), it follows that f  is NG  LC irresolute (NG

 LC* irresolute and NG  LC** irresolute). 

ii)Let G  be a Nano open set in U  and G is NG  LC set in V . Then   ),(1 XULCNGGf 
  as f  is NG

 LC irresolute (NG  LC* irresolute or NG  LC** irresolute). Hence f  is NG  LC continuous (NG  LC* 

continuous and NG  LC** continuous). 

 

Theorem:- 4.8 If VUf : is NG  LC irresolute and WVg : is NG  LC continuous, then 

WUfg : is NG  LC continuous.  

 

Proof: Let F  be NanoclosedinW . Then  Fg 1
 is NG  LC setin V , since g  is NG  LC  continuous.Again 

since f  is NG  LC irresolute,       FfgFgf
111     is NG  LC set in U . Thus fg   is Ng  LC 

continuous. 

 

Theorem:- 4.9 If VUf : is NG  LC* irresolute and WVg : is NG  LC* continuous, then 

WUfg : is NG  LC* continuous.  

 

Theorem: 4.10 If VUf : is NG  LC** irresolute and WVg : is NG  LC** continuous, then 

WUfg : is NG  LC** continuous.  

 

Proof of the theorem 4.9 and 4.10 are similar to the theorem 4.8. 

Similarly we can prove the following theorems. 
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Theorem:- 4.11 If VUf : is NG  LC irresolute and WVg : is NG  LC irresolute, then 

WUfg : is NG  LC irresolute. 

 

Theorem:- 4.12 If VUf : is NG  LC* irresolute and WVg : is NG  LC* irresolute, then 

WUfg : is NG  LC* irresolute.  

 

Theorem:- 4.13 If VUf : is NG  LC** irresolute and WVg : is NG  LC** irresolute, then 

WUfg : is NG  LC** irresolute.  

 

Theorem:- 4.14 If VUf : is NG  LC irresolute and WVg : is NLC continuous, then WUfg :

is NG  LC continuous.  

 

Theorem:- 4.15 If VUf : is NG  LC irresolute and WVg : is Ng   continuous, then WUfg :

is NG  LC continuous 

 

Theorem:- 4.16 If VUf : is NG  LC* irresolute and WVg : is NG  LC* continuous, then 

WUfg : is NG  LC* continuous.  

 

Theorem:- 4.17 If VUf : is NG  LC** irresolute and WVg : is NG  LC** continuous, then 

WUfg : is NG  LC** continuous.  
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